
Positive change could come to a key relationship today, whether busi-
ness or personal. Love planet Venus forms a supportive trine to Uranus, ruler of the
unexpected. You could meet someone with long-term potential out of the blue, or
even feel thrilling chemistry with a member of your inner circle. Don't turn your nose
up at online dating if you're single. Uranus rules all things digital and Venus is nestled
in your technology sector, upping the odds of a virtual match. If you're looking for a
job or a professional connection, tap social networking channels and scour LinkedIn.
Inbox someone promising and see what happens. Authenticity is your ace in the hole
today, so avoid the generic cover letter approach at all costs. 

Make a bold business move today. Charming Venus in your pro-
fessional sector will trine radical Uranus, turning hierarchy on its head. A
young upstart in your company may lack experience, but could have a bril-
liant idea worth trying. Don't be dismissive—today's intern could be tomor-
row's CEO. If you're the junior-level person, share your savvy solutions and
make an effort to get more related to higher-ranking colleagues. Unfair as it
seems, execs often promote people whom they genuinely like. Position your-
self that way and exciting doors could soon open.

Let your loveable freak flag fly. Today's supportive trine between
charming Venus and spontaneous Uranus attracts admirers who

adore your outspoken ways. Quit worrying that you're "too much" for people,
Sag. Anyone who can't handle your lively personality doesn't really belong in
your world. With Venus in your travel sector, a vacation romance or a cross-cul-
tural connection could heat up out of the blue. Coupled Archers, cruise the
travel sites or book a freewheeling getaway a deux. 

Out-of-the-blue "I do"? Today's fast-acting trine between romantic Venus
and unpredictable Uranus (your ruling planet) could find you leaping to the next level in
love. While your spontaneous sign has been known to make major life decisions without
notice, this one could involve a big commitment. You might also go to the opposite
extreme, realizing you need more freedom in your relationship. An authentic conversa-
tion with your S.O. could help you get the breathing room you crave—no breakup neces-
sary. Single Aquarians could find sparks flying with a friend or casual acquaintance, who
looks shockingly fetching today. 

Ah, the beauty of order…or is that "the life-changing magic of
tidying up"? However you label it, today's trine between aesthetic Venus and
revolutionary Uranus helps you open a can of feng shui on your cluttered
spaces. Haul that gently-used couture to the consignment shop. Plow through
piles of paper and organize the keepers in pretty storage files. Dare to finally
part with your ex's T-shirt or relics of bygone love. As a lucky and unexpected
bonus, you might even find some forgotten money. Or, you'll simply clear a
space to attract abundance. Don't be shocked if it happens pretty quickly! 

The walls come tumbling down! Today, emotional Venus forms a rare
trine to unpredictable Uranus in the most sensitive zones of your chart. You won't
be able to keep that stiff upper lip from quivering at the slightest provocation. The
most unexpected things could touch you deeply today—particularly small acts of
kindness and concern from people around you. It's such a nice surprise to be on the
receiving end of unconditional love and goodwill. Open up and take it in. If you
need to lovingly cut a codependent tie, this Venus-Uranus alignment will give you
the courage to set yourself free. 

Spread your wings, Aries. Today, a change-making Venus-Uranus
trine finds you seeking more freedom. You could crave breathing room in your
love life, or feel a fierce desire for artistic recognition. Since Uranus rules sudden
changes, you might decide to take a break from your romantic partner, or to see
other people. Fame could come knocking out of the blue, so make sure your cre-
ative brilliance is ready to be shared with the masses. Prep that portfolio, post
your demo, snap a self-portrait that can double as a headshot. 

Letting go of grudges is not in your wheelhouse, Bull, but today
brings an exception. A revolutionary Venus-Uranus trine shakes up the soft-
hearted sectors of your chart. You realize that YOU are the one paying the
emotional tax for hanging on to resentment. Release equals peace. Make the
first move: initiate reconciliation or simply apologize. A powerful and gentle
woman could play a role in events today, opening an exciting door for you.
Her wise words could also spark a major a-ha moment.

Your words hold the power to change the world…or at least, your
corner of it! Today's transformational trine between caring Venus and revolution-
ary Uranus could find you inspiring the team, or delivering a loving-but-direct
wakeup call to a friend. Instead of telling people what they want to hear, keep it
real. Your authenticity could change someone’s life. Sparks could also fly with a
previously platonic pal under this cosmic configuration. The attraction will come
out of left field, but could be worth exploring! 

Ready for a career breakthrough? Today's Venus-Uranus trine could give
you a major status boost on the job. With social Venus in the mix, it really IS about who
you know. Play the game, Cancer. Your kind and thoughtful gestures won't go unno-
ticed, and could even earn you surprising insider status with a VIP. Seize an opportunity
to get more personal with the power players, too. If you suddenly find yourself sharing an
elevator with the CEO, for example, strike up friendly chitchat. Remember: the top dogs
are still people, too. 
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Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)
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Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)
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ACROSS
1. An inclined surface or roadway that moves
traffic from one level to another.
5. Surpass in speed.
12. The part of the nervous system of verte-
brates that controls involuntary actions of the
smooth muscles and heart and glands.
15. (Greek mythology) Goddess of discord.
16. Of or relating to a creed.
17. The last (12th) month of the year.
18. Growth of hair or wool or fur covering the
body of an animal.
20. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan
River.
21. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
22. (Spanish) Saffron-flavored dish made of
rice with shellfish and chicken.
23. An important dogsled race run annually
on the Iditarod Trail.
25. Small often spiny insectivorous mammal
of Madagascar.
26. A young woman making her debut into
society.
27. Naked freshwater or marine or parasitic
protozoa that form temporary pseudopods
for feeding and locomotion.
30. A public promotion of some product or
service.
31. The capital and largest city of Bangladesh.
35. Deprive of by deceit.
38. A branch of the Tai languages.
39. Resist or confront with resistance.
40. Brief episode in which the brain gets insuf-
ficient blood supply.
43. A reptile genus of Iguanidae.
45. French romantic writer (1766-1817).
47. A castrated tomcat.
48. Belonging to or prescribed for celiac dis-
ease.
50. Cassava with long tuberous edible roots
and soft brittle stems.
53. A trivalent metallic element of the rare
earth group.
54. A trivalent metallic element of the rare
earth group.
57. A heavy brittle metallic element of the
platinum group.
60. A formal expression of praise.
64. Hard white substance covering the crown
of a tooth.
66. (computer science) A coding system that
incorporates extra parity bits in order to
detect errors.
69. God of love and erotic desire.
70. Egyptian statesman who became presi-
dent in 1981 after Sadat was assassinated
(born in 1929).
72. The type of environment in which an
organism or group normally lives or occurs.
74. An artificial language that is a revision and
simplification of Esperanto.
75. A tributary of the Missouri River.
78. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
79. The bill in a restaurant.
80. Web spinners.

DOWN
1. A fabric with prominent rounded crosswise
ribs.
2. A particular geographical region of indefi-
nite boundary (usually serving some special
purpose or distinguished by its people or cul-
ture or geography).
3. A unit of length equal to 1760 yards.

4. An ancient stringed instrument similar to
the lyre or zither but having a trapezoidal
sounding board under the strings.
5. A skilled worker who can live in underwater
installations and participate in scientific
research.
6. An ancient city of Sumer located on a for-
mer channel of the Euphrates River.
7. A beverage made by steeping tea leaves in
water.
8. A tricycle (usually propelled by pedalling).
9. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
10. Any of various fissiped mammals with
nonretractile claws and typically long muz-
zles.
11. Exultantly proud and joyful.
12. The sixth month of the civil year.
13. (Babylonian) God of wisdom and agricul-
ture and patron of scribes and schools.
14. Any of a number of fishes of the family
Carangidae.
19. Fleshy spore-bearing inner mass of e.g. a
puffball or stinkhorn.
24. Lower in esteem.
28. A person who participates in a meeting.
29. Viscera and trimmings of a butchered ani-
mal often considered inedible by humans.
32. Goods carried by a large vehicle.
33. Of or relating to or containing cerium
especially with valence 4.
34. Jordan's port.
36. God of the underworld.
37. A large oven for firing or burning or drying
such things as porcelain or bricks.
41. A highly unstable radioactive element (the
heaviest of the halogen series).
42. Meat from a calf.
44. Semisweet golden-colored table or
dessert wine from around Bordeaux in France.
46. Affect with wonder.
49. Tropical American tree grown in southern
United States having a whitish pink-tinged
fruit.
51. A depression in an otherwise level surface.
52. Of or relating to Iraq or its people or cul-
ture.
55. A gonadotropic hormone that is secreted
by the anterior pituitary.
56. The branch of engineering science that
studies the uses of electricity and the equip-
ment for power generation and distribution
and the control of machines and communica-
tion.
58. A wealthy man (who made his fortune in
the Orient).
59. An assertion of a right (as to money or
property).
61. Having been taken into the mouth for
consumption.
62. Italian violin maker in Cremona.
63. Relating to or accompanying birth.
65. Ctenophores lacking tentacles.
67. Of or relating to or characteristic of the
Republic of Chad or its people or language.
68. The work of caring for or attending to
someone or something.
71. An orange-brown antelope of southeast
Africa.
73. The cry made by sheep.
76. A heavy brittle diamagnetic trivalent
metallic element (resembles arsenic and anti-
mony chemically).
77. An artificial language for international use
that rejects rejects all existing words and is
based instead on an abstract analysis of ideas.
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Speak now…and forever create peace! Today, daring Uranus and
peacemaker Venus form a golden trine, helping your express yourself authen-
tically. While you might raise a few eyebrows, chances are, your honest words
will articulate what everyone else is thinking. You're no stranger to being the
pioneering upstart, Leo, so if you have to be the "voice of the people," embrace
the role. Since Venus is the planet of love, your outspoken ways could also
attract a flirty admirer—likely someone different from your usual "type." 

You're not usually one to gush, Capricorn, but thanks to today's cosmic
curveball, you could be the poster child for sentimentality. An unpredictable trine
between emotional Venus and spontaneous Uranus could find you baring your soul
or pouring your heart out. Luckily, this should be especially endearing to the people
who adore you. If you've been intimate with someone but trying to "not get
attached," give up the ruse. Human beings crave connection. Your desire for depth is
healthy and well worth exploring—either with your amour du jour or someone more
emotionally available. 


